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however pleasing this symmetrical analogy may seem
to the philosopher, it does not and cannot coincide with
the facts of our experience or the prompting of our
ideals.    Much nonsense has been talked and written
about natural rights, but the stressing of human equality
is extremely valuable just in so far as it upholds the
right of each and all to be considered as ends in them-
selves,  not  as the nerves  and sinews  of  Leviathan.
Once turn the State into a person like unto ourselves
and all democratic ideas must be discarded ;   the toes
cannot give orders to the brain, and the farm-hand
cannot   dictate   to    the    statesman.     Representative
government of the individual organism is unthinkable.
Hato was perfectly prepared to get rid of democracy,
but we,  looking back  over  a thousand years,  may
confidently  assert   that   aristocratic   and  monarchical
rule has never succeeded so well that we can scoff at
the democratic idea.    The real value jof Greek political
thought lay not in this assimilation of the individual
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and the ^ State^but in its insistence on_ the unity of
isjife ;.. .its. plenary purpose is^ the good iife> LtJs not
a_jtnechanistic agglomeration of self-interested indi-
viduals, like Hobbes* Leyiatliail^or the Spencerian
Emited liability company ; it is a natural growth, that
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politics.    The jgrimazy j)fi^ppse of the
This, then, is one origin of the new political theory.
Hatonism was pruned of its excesses and Aristo-
telianism tempered with Platonic insight. The other
originating source was German. Kant Had l^id, stress
on the tremendous mocatl value of will : what mattered
to Mm was that men should * will the universal \ Le,
that their desires should not aim at particular advan-
tages and satisfactions, but at those ends which are of
general application. He gave, in fact, a philosophical

